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Chinese character practice sheet with pinyin

This tool can be used to create PDF writing sheets for Chinese. You can enter the Chinese text you want and then you can get Chinese PDF worksheets dedicated to practicing your Chinese characters. Standard (basic) settings show how things can be placed. The basic settings that are set for characters to fade automatically from strong to almost invisible across the page (later
in advanced settings you'll see it under the selected progressive face). There are also binins above the characters in copybook worksheets. For advanced Chinese worksheet tools, you can choose the size of the paper, whether vertically or horizontally, or the size of rows, if you add titles to the page, for example, the letter no. 1. There is also the option to change the Chinese
worksheet line, change the location of pinyin, and resize the characters. Displaying characters means whether you see only one character individually or a word together. Any one line of 字 is followed by a 字 字 or one line of 字帖 followed by 字帖. You can choose how dark the letters so that you can work on a better copy book for you. There are a lot of different hanzi network
styles that you can use on advanced systems depending on the one you are familiar with. You can also change the spacing of rows or columns. Warning! The browser/operating system you are using appears to be not currently supported and this may result in incorrect papercreation. Using Chrome/Firefox/IE is recommended at this tip stage: type pinin and choose char with
'space' I created this site as I couldn't find a quick and easy way to create my own custom practice paper. I also wanted to be able to display the stroke system in a neat way, and why not add binin and definition at the same time! After creating the algorithm behind it, I thought I would share it with the world for free. If you find some problems, please report them so they can be fixed.
We hope you find this site useful and easy as well, and if you think it is worth a bonus, please consider donating according to your meaning so I can keep the site alive. Thank you very much. Fabian (work涛e: in English) to send me an email, use the form below: Free Download (PDF) Chinese Binyin Practice Worksheet, with all hanyu binyin sections. 4 pages in total. Download a
sample sample #1 upload a sample #2 this simple tool allows Chinese teachers and parents to quickly create pennine exercise papers for Chinese learners who have not begun to learn Chinese characters. To create a practice paper between the two: Enter the title of the vocab list, like my family. The address is used to identify a vocab menu and is required to save the list to the
server for future use. Optionally, enter Chinese characters or words. Optionally, enter the definition of chinese letter or word. Click the P button to automatically add pinin. If you don't enter any Chinese letter or word, enter Pinin manually. Pinyin must be in the tone number number, for example, ni3 Use v for ü and 5 for a neutral tone, for example, ma5 click the Add rows button to
add more rows if necessary. Optional, adjust pinyin exercise paper maker settings, such as grid size, grid color, etc. Click the Print button to create the peniine hands-on papers. Optionally, click the save button to save a vocab menu for future use. Download a sample sample #1 upload a sample #2 this simple tool allows Chinese teachers and parents to quickly create pennine
exercise papers for Chinese learners who have not begun to learn Chinese characters. To create a practice paper between the two: Enter the title of the vocab list, like my family. The address is used to identify a vocab menu and is required to save the list to the server for future use. Optionally, enter Chinese characters or words. Optionally, enter the definition of chinese letter or
word. Click the P button to automatically add pinin. If you don't enter any Chinese letter or word, enter Pinin manually. Pinyin must be in tone number notation, for example, ni3 hao3. Use v for ü and 5 for a neutral tone, for example, ma5 click the Add rows button to add more rows if necessary. Optional, adjust pinyin exercise paper maker settings, such as grid size, grid color, etc.
Click the Print button to create the peniine hands-on papers. Optionally, click the save button to save a vocab menu for future use. Use.
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